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MEMORY TRANSCEIVER TO COUPLE AN 
ADDITIONAL MEMORY CHANNEL TO AN 

EXISTING MEMORY CHANNEL 

BACKGROUND 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to data communications in a com 

puter System, and more specifically, to a transceiver that 
enables a Single main memory channel to communicate with 
multiple expansion memory channels. 

2. Background Information 
Computer Systems rely heavily upon Dynamic Random 

Access Memories (“DRAMs”) to implement system memo 
ries due to their simplicity, affordability and memory den 
sity. However, it is increasingly difficult to design memory 
Systems that Satisfy the size and performance requirements 
for modern computer Systems using DRAMs connected by 
conventional bus architectures. To overcome these 
limitations, a memory Subsystem can be constructed using a 
memory channel architecture. Intelligent memory devices 
are connected by a narrow, high-speed bus, termed a chan 
nel. Packets of information are used to communicate 
between the memory controller and the memory devices. 
Direct RambusTM architecture using Rambus(R channels is 
an example of a memory Subsystem using a memory channel 
architecture. 

A RambuSe(R) channel includes a number of high-speed, 
controlled impedance, matched transmission lines. The 
length of the Rambuse(R) channel is limited by the electrical 
requirements and, as a result, the number of memory devices 
that can be supported by one channel is limited. The Direct 
RambusTM architecture provides for a maximum of 32 
Rambus DRAM (RDRAMCR) devices on a Rambuse(R) chan 
nel with a maximum of 128 megabytes (MB) per RDRAM(R) 
and 4 gigabytes (GB) on the channel. Presently, the largest 
RDRAM device available is a 32 MB device reducing the 
capacity of a Rambus(E) channel to 1 GB. Some computer 
Systems, Such as Systems that Support large in-memory 
databases, have a need for very large memory Subsystems 
made possible by 64 bit computer architectures. A computer 
system can be constructed with multiple Rambus(R Memory 
Controllers (MCHs) to support more than 32 RDRAMGR) 
devices. However, the use of multiple MCHs increases 
System cost and complexity because of the additional logic 
required for the MCHS and the necessary interconnecting 
logic to provide a SeamleSS memory acroSS multiple con 
trollers. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,319,755, assigned to Rambus Inc., dis 
closes a multiple bus (channel) structure using transceivers 
that can be used when the data rate of a single bus (channel) 
is adequate but more memory devices are required than can 
be Supported by a single-bus (channel). The transceivers 
described either repeat all signals from the memory control 
ler to the multiple channels or, at least repeat Some signals 
on the multiple channels that are extraneous. In a multiple 
memory channel Structure, the repeating of extraneous 
Signals, Signals not directed to a device on a particular 
expansion memory channel, degrades the bandwidth of the 
memory Subsystem. Further, there are a number of channel 
Service request packets that must be sent by the controller to 
maintain the memory array. AS the number of memory 
devices increases, the amount of bandwidth consumed by 
these channel Service requests becomes Significant. 
Accordingly, there is a need for a more Sophisticated trans 
ceiver that recognizes Signals addressed to devices on its 
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2 
expansion memory channel, repeating only those signals 
required by devices on its expansion memory channel, and 
that provides a mechanism to reduce the bandwidth con 
Sumed by the overhead of channel Service request for the 
large number of devices found in a multiple memory channel 
configuration. 

SUMMARY 

A memory repeater hub comprising a main memory 
channel interface circuit, an expansion control channel inter 
face circuit, and an expansion memory channel interface 
circuit. The main memory channel interface circuit receives 
a memory control packet and a memory data packet from a 
main memory channel. The expansion control channel inter 
face circuit receives a first expansion control packet and a 
Second expansion control packet from an expansion control 
channel. The expansion memory channel interface circuit 
Selectively transmits the memory control packet to an expan 
Sion memory channel responsive to the first expansion 
control packet, and Selectively transmits the memory data 
packet to the expansion memory channel responsive to the 
Second expansion control packet. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer System that 
includes an embodiment of a memory Subsystem according 
to the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a Memory 
Repeater Hub. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The present invention provides a method and apparatus to 
connect multiple expansion memory channels to a single 
main memory channel through a Sophisticated transceiver 
device, which will be termed a Memory Repeater Hub 
(MRH). 

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary computer System that 
includes an embodiment of the invention. A controller hub 
110 is used to interconnect a processor 130, a video display 
Terminal (VDT) 144, an input/output (I/O) Subsystem, and 
a memory subsystem. The controller hub 110 includes 
interconnected interface Sections that provide the external 
connections. The processor 130 is connected to the control 
ler hub 110 by a system bus 132 which is connected through 
the Host Interface 134. The VDT 144 is connected through 
the Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP) Interface 140. The I/O 
Subsystem provides a Peripheral Component Interconnect 
(PCI) bus 152 that connects I/O devices 154 through a PCI 
Bus Interface 150. The memory subsystem is connected 
through a Memory Control Hub (MCH) 120. The intercon 
nection of the interface sections in the controller hub 110 
allows the memory Subsystem to handle memory requests 
from the processor 130, the VDT 144, and the devices 154 
on the PCI buS 152. 

The MCH 120 provides a main memory channel 122 to 
Support a memory channel architecture, Such as the Direct 
RambusTM architecture. Direct RambusTM architecture pro 
vides a memory channel architecture that includes a physical 
channel Structure, Signaling levels, and a packet protocol. 
Direct RambuSrm architecture is further described in “Ram 
bus(R Technology Overview,” DL-0040-00, Rambus Inc., 
Feb. 12, 1999. An exemplary main memory channel 122, as 
defined by the Direct RambusTM architecture, includes 30 
high-speed, controlled impedance, matched transmission 
lines. The high-speed signaling used on these lines is termed 
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Rambus(R) Signaling Level (RSL). All RSL lines are termi 
nated by a termination 126 with the characteristic impedance 
of the lines. The exemplary main memory channel 122 
further includes a serial control bus with 4 low-speed lines 
using CMOS signaling. 
Memory channels transmit control information and data 

as packets to allow wide data units to be transmitted over a 
comparatively narrow, high-speed data path. The exemplary 
Rambus(R channel includes 30 high-speed RSL lines, which 
are divided into four groups. One group of 4 lines is used to 
transmit the channel clocking. A Second group of 18 lines, 
the DQ lines, are used to transmit the read and write data 
packets. A third group of 3 lines, the ROW lines, are used to 
transmit row access control packets. A fourth group of 5 
lines, the COL lines, are used to transmit column acceSS 
control packets. To increase the Speed of data 
communication, packet information is clocked by both the 
rising and falling clock edges. The row and column acceSS 
control packets are both transmitted in 4 clock cycles and, 
therefore, contain 8 data units. A column acceSS control 
packet contains 24 (3x8) bits and a row access control 
packet contains 40 (5x8) bits. 

In a memory Subsystem that embodies the invention, one 
or more Memory Repeater Hubs (MRHs) 100 are connected 
to the main memory channel 122. Each MRH provides one 
or more expansion memory channels 102. Each expansion 
memory channel 102 is functionally equivalent to the main 
memory channel 122 provided by the MCH 120. All of the 
high-Speed and low-speed Signal lines are provided on the 
expansion channels. A number of Slots are provided on each 
expansion memory channel 102 to receive memory devices 
104, such as Rambus Inline Memory Modules (RIMMsTM). 
The memory devices 104 connected to a expansion memory 
channel 102 will, of course, have longer transit times to and 
from the MCH 120 than will devices connected directly to 
the main memory channel 122. In Some embodiments, 
memory device slots are provided on the main memory 
channel 122. In other embodiments, memory device Slots are 
provided only on the expansion memory channels 102. 

The MCH 120 that embodies the invention further pro 
vides additional expansion control lines 124 using RSL 
which provide expansion control packets that allow the 
MCH 120 to control the MRHs 100. The expansion control 
lines 124 are not defined by the Direct RambusTm archi 
tecture. The expansion control lines 124 are not continued 
onto the expansion memory channels 102 and they are 
routed around any memory device slots on the main memory 
channel 122. The expansion control packets enable the 
MRHs 100 to forward to an expansion memory channel 102 
only those packets that are directed to a device on the 
expansion channel. The expansion control packets include 
channel service commands that further enable the MRHS 
100 to generate channel service control packets for devices 
on the expansion channel without consuming bandwidth on 
the memory channel 122 provided by the MCH 120. 

FIG. 2 shows a block diagram for an MRH 100 that 
embodies the present invention. The MRH receives the 
high-Speed RSL Signals including the expansion channels 
ExRC and ExCC through the main channel Rambus(R ASIC 
Cell (RAC) 200. Synchronization and routing logic 208 
provides the high-speed RSL signals except for ExRC and 
ExCC to the expansion channel RACS 202,214 which drive 
the Signals onto the expansion channels 102. The low-speed 
signals are received through a CMOS interface 212. The low 
Speed bus can communicate with configuration and control 
registers 204 and with refresh and current calibration logic 
210 in the MRH 100. The low speed signals are also 
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4 
provided to CMOS interface logic 206, 216 that drives the 
Signals onto the expansion channels 102. 
The Expansion Channel Protocol defines the set of control 

and data transfer sequences that are used between the MCH 
120 and an MRH 100. This protocol is designed to provide 
efficient use of the multiple expansion memory channels 
102. The protocol includes pipelining of accesses to a 
Selected expansion channel and between expansion 
channels, and Sufficient control bandwidth to allow channel 
Service operations, Such as refresh, to proceed in parallel 
with fully pipelined memory accesses. 
To achieve full bandwidth operation on the expansion 

memory channels 102, all control operations related to the 
expansion channel must be pipelined with the memory 
request packets. Further, independent expansion control 
must be allocated for the ROW and COL packets on the 
memory channel to maintain the variable RAS to CAS 
timings. This requirement results in two expansion control 
channels, the Expansion Row Control channel (ExRC) and 
the Expansion Column Control channel (ExCC). 
When an MRH 100 is present in a memory subsystem, the 

refreshing of the RDRAMs on an expansion channel 102 is 
done through the MRH. The MCH 120 issues pre-charge 
and refresh commands to a channel through expansion 
control packets to the MRH. The expansion channel archi 
tecture Supports the issue of broadcast pre-charge and broad 
cast refresh operations to a Specified expansion memory 
channel 102 that can be carried out concurrently with 
memory accesses on other channels. The broadcast pre 
charge operation is used to close a Specified bank in all 
devices on a channel before and after a refresh operation. 
The Digital Lock Loop (DLL) refresh of Nap devices on 

a channel 102 is done through the MRH 100 when present. 
The MCH 120 issues a Nap Exit command to an expansion 
channel through an expansion control packet to the MRH. 
The MCH then does the refresh operation on the channel for 
the queued up refreshes. After the refresh operations are 
over, the MCH puts the channel back to Nap state by issuing 
a Nap Entry command through another expansion control 
packet to the MRH. 
The current calibration of devices on memory expansion 

channels 102 is done by the MCH 120. This operation is 
transparent to the MRH 100. The MRHs 100 must also be 
current calibrated every 100 ms. This is done by expansion 
control packets sent to the MRH by the MCH. 
The exemplary Rambus(E) channel provides 30 RSL lines 

divided into four groups. The invention provides additional 
RSL lines 124 in two additional groups for control of the 
MRHs 100. One of the added groups is used to transmit 
expansion row control packets and the other group is used 
for expansion column control packets. One embodiment of 
the invention uses 1 line for an expansion row line and 1 line 
for an expansion column line. Each expansion packet in this 
embodiment is 8 bits transmitted in 4 clock cycles aligned 
with a corresponding row or column access control packet. 
This embodiment Supports up to 4 memory expansion 
channels 102. The expansion packet protocol as imple 
mented in this embodiment will be described below. 
However, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that 
this protocol can be modified within the spirit of the inven 
tion to operate on a different number of lines, to be trans 
mitted in a different number of clock cycles, to be transmit 
ted without being aligned with another packet, or to Support 
a different number of expansion channels. 
An exemplary Expansion Row Control Packet (EXRCP) 

in one embodiment of the invention has the following 
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format: 

Cycle O Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 

Start CIO C1 G SCO. SCI1 RSOPIO RSOP1 

The ExRCP of this embodiment is an 8 bit packet transmit 
ted on the Single line Expansion Row Control channel 
(EXRC) in 4 clock cycles. The Start bit is a framing bit for 
the ExRCP. C1:0) is a two bit channel ID that selects the 
expansion channel 102 to receive following Row Control 
packets sent by the MCH 120. An ExRCP is required only 
when a Row Control packets is to be directed to a device on 
a different expansion memory channel 102. The remaining 5 
bits are used to optionally generate a Serial control bus 
command or a control packet on an expansion channel 102, 
which may be a different channel than the channel identified 
by C1:0). 
“G” is the generate flag that indicates that a control packet 

is to be generated on the expansion channel 102 Specified by 
SCI1:0). ROP1:0) is a two bit Row Secondary Operation 
Code (RSOP) that indicates what type of command or 
control packet should be generated by the MRH 100: 

G RSOP1:0 Operation 

O OO No RSOP. No secondary operation is being issued. 
The ExRCP is only being used to route ROW packets 
to the expansion channel selected by C4:0). 
Power-down Exit. Broadcast a power-down exit 
command on the channel selected by SC4:O utilizing 
the serial control bus. 
Nap Exit. Broadcast a nap exit command on the 
channel selected by SC4:0 utilizing the serial 
control bus. 
DLL Refresh. Broadcast a DLL refresh command to 
all devices in Nap on the channel selected by SC4:0 
utilizing the serial control bus. 
Nap Entry. Broadcast a nap entry command on the 
channel selected by SC4:0. 
Pre-charge Before/After Refresh. Broadcast a pre 
charge command on the channel selected by SC4:0. 
The bank address is provided by the ExBuf. When 
this is issued after a refresh it caused the bank address 
in the ExBuf to be incremented. 
Refresh. Broadcast a refresh command on the channel 
selected by SC4:0). The bank address is provided by 
the ExBuf. 

1. 11 Reserved. 

The MRH 100 includes an Expansion Buffer (ExBuf) reg 
ister that maintains the refresh bank address of the 
RDRAME devices on the expansion channel. 
An exemplary expansion Column Control Packet 

(ExCCP) in this embodiment of the invention has the 
following format: 

Cycle O Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 

Start CIO C1 R SCIO SC1, CSOPIO CSOP1 

The ExCCP of this embodiment is an 8 bit packet transmit 
ted on the Single line expansion Column Control channel 
(ExCCP) in 4 clock cycles. The Start bit is a framing bit for 
the ExCCP C1:0) is a two bit channel ID that selects the 
expansion channel 102 to receive following Column Control 
packets and D packets (write data) sent by the MCH 120. R 
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6 
is a redirect XOP/Byte mask flag that causes the MRH to 
forward the XOP/Byte mask field of the corresponding 
request packet to the channel identified by SC1:0 CSOP 
1:0 may be used to generate calibration commands for the 
MRH channel RAC identified by SC:1:0): 

CSOP1:0 Operation 

OO No CSOP. No secondary operation is being 
issued. The ExCCP is only being used route COL 
packets and associated D, write data, packets 
to the expansion channel selected by C1:0. 
Expansion Current Calibrate. Calibrate the 
current on the expansion channel for the MRH 
specified by SCI1:0. 
Reserved 
Expansion Current Calibrate and Sample. 
Calibrate and sample the current on the 
expansion for the MRH specified by SCI1:0. 

1O 
11 

The MRH 100 has internal configuration and control 
registers 204. These registers are accessed through the 
low-speed interface 212. The internal registers in RDRAMOR 
devices are also accessed through the same interface. The 
MRH 100 provides System Management Bus (SMBus) 
interface 206, 216 to read the Serial Presence Detect (SPD) 
ROM from the RIMMTM modules 104 located on the expan 
Sion channels 102. 

Another embodiment of the invention uses 1 line for an 
expansion row line and 1 line for an expansion column line. 
Each expansion packet in this embodiment is 8 bits trans 
mitted in 4 clock cycles aligned with a corresponding row or 
column acceSS control packet. This embodiment uses an 
expansion packet protocol that Supports up to 8 memory 
expansion channels 102. 
An exemplary Expansion Row Control Packet (EXRCP) 

in this embodiment of the invention has the following 
format: 

Cycle O Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 

C2 C1 CO. SCI2 SCI1 SCO RSOPIO RSOP1 

The ExRCP of this embodiment is an 8 bit packet transmit 
ted on the Single line Expansion Row Control channel 
(ExRC) in 4 clock cycles. C2:0) and SC2:0) are three bit 
channel IDs. C2:0 selects the expansion channel 102 to 
receive following Row Control packets sent by the MCH 
120. RSOP1:0 indicates an operation directed to the chan 
nel identified by SC2:0: 

RSOP1:OI Function 

OO No RSOP. No secondary operation is being issued. The 
ExRCP is only being used to route ROW packets to the 
channel selected by CI2:0. 

O1 Power-down/NAP Exit. Causes a broadcast power-down 
exit or NAP Exit command to be issued on the channel 
selected by SCI2:0). The CMOS control protocol on the 
memory channel is used in addition to DQA bit 5 to 
accomplish the power-down exit. The Channel A PDN and 
Channel B PDN flags are used to determine 
whether to send a NAP exit or PDN exit command. 
When an expansion channel's PDN internal flag is set, the 
RAC and any DRCG for that channel gets powered down 
by the MRH as well (external DRCGs will have their 
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-continued 

RSOP1:OI Function 

STOP# and PWRDN# signals asserted by MRH). If the 
PDN flag for both channels become set in the MRH, then 
the MRH will power-down its expansion RAC as well. To 
exit power-down state, the MRH must receive a RAC 
initialize command for its main and expansion channel 
RACs from the MCH. 

1O Refresh. Causes a broadcast refresh to be issued on the 
channel selected by SCI2:0). The bank address 
is provided by the MRH. 

11 Precharge-Post-Refresh. The MRH will perform precharge 
post-refresh commands to the channel targeted by SCI2:0. 

Conditional NAP entry is delivered via a PCP command. 
The MRH keeps two internal flags, Channel A PDN and 
Channel B PDN. When a channel receives a PDN command, 
the corresponding flag is set. Upon receiving the PDN/NAP 
exit command direct to a channel with its flag set, a PDN 
exit command is generated. Otherwise a NAP exit is gen 
erated. When a channel has received a PDN command, the 
SIO pin for that channel will be driven to “1, preparing that 
channel for PDN exit. When no PDN command has been 
delivered, the SIO pin for that channel is driven to 0 
preparing it for a NAP exit. When the MCH issues a PDN 
command to a channel, the MRH then asserts the SIO signal 
for that channel. The PDN exit command cannot be issued 
until sufficient time has elapsed to allow the SIO signal to 
propagate through all 32 RDRAMCR) devices. 

The expansion channel architecture Supports the issue of 
broadcast refresh and post-refresh precharge operations to a 
specified RDRAM channel that can be carried out concur 
rent with memory accesses. This allows the effective BW 
overhead of memory refresh to be reduced. 
The MRH 100 must provide the bank addresses for 

broadcast refresh and post-refresh precharge operations to a 
specified RDRAM channel. Two separate counters are kept 
in the MRH. The first counter is used for refresh commands 
and is incremented only after a refresh command. The other 
counter is for precharge post refresh commands and is 
incremented only after a precharge post refresh command. 
The use of two counterS allows refresh command nesting 
during burst refreshing Schemes. The refresh bank counter 
skips by at least two for every count, avoiding adjacent bank 
interference. Second, it ensures that the REFR register inside 
the RDRAMs is incremented cyclically, ensuring that for 
each bank no rows are missed. Finally, it ensures that refresh 
cycles for dependent banks are kept as far apart as possible 
to eliminate RAS cycle time bank conflicts. The bank 
addresses provided by MRH must be synchronous to the 
bank address in the MCH. This can be achieved by resetting 
the bank address registers in MCH and MRH to 0 during the 
reset operation. 
An exemplary expansion Column Control Packet 

(ExCCP) in this embodiment of the invention has the 
following format: 

Cycle O Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 

C2 C1 CO. SCI2 SCI1 SCO TC CC 

The ExCCP of this embodiment is an 8 bit packet transmit 
ted on the Single line expansion Column Control channel 
(ExCC) in 4 clock cycles. C2:0) is a three bit channel ID 
that Selects the expansion channel 102 to receive following 
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8 
Column Control packets and D packets (write data) sent by 
the MCH 120. The Temperature Calibrate (TC) bit causes 
the MRH 100 to perform a temperature calibration of its 
RACs 200, 202,214. The Current Calibrate (CC) bit causes 
the MRH 100 to perform current calibrate and calibrate 
and-sample commands for Its RACs 200, 202, 214. TC and 
CC are mutually exclusive in this embodiment. SC2:0) is a 
three bit channel ID that Selects the MRH for TC and CC 
operations. Since Selecting any channel on a multi-channel 
MRH will select the MRH, the low order bits of SC2:0 
may be don't care bits. 
The internal logic of the MRH 100, including the syn 

chronization and routing logic 208 and the refresh and 
current calibration logic 210, may be implemented in any 
form of logic, as will be readily understood by those skilled 
in the art. The internal logic may include, but is not limited 
to, combinatorial logic, State machines, programmable logic, 
and hybrid combinations of these types of logic and others. 
Programmable logic includes logic that is programmed 
during manufacture and logic that can be programmed by 
various means after the MRH is in service. 
While certain exemplary embodiments have been 

described and shown in the accompanying drawings, it is to 
be understood that such embodiments are merely illustrative 
of and not restrictive on the broad invention, and that this 
invention not be limited to the Specific constructions and 
arrangements shown and described, since various other 
modifications may occur to those ordinarily skilled in the art. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A memory repeater hub comprising: 
a main memory channel interface circuit that receives a 
memory control packet and a memory data packet from 
a main memory channel; 

an expansion control channel interface circuit that 
receives a first expansion control packet and a Second 
expansion control packet from an expansion control 
channel, at least one of the first and Second expansion 
control packets including a channel Service command 
for a Second expansion memory channel, the channel 
Service command being one of a no operation 
command, a power-down exit command, a nap exit 
command, a DLL refresh command, a nap entry 
command, a pre-charge command, a refresh command, 
an expansion current calibrate command, and an expan 
Sion current calibrate and Sample command; and 

an expansion memory channel interface circuit that Selec 
tively transmits the memory control packet to an expan 
Sion memory channel responsive to the first expansion 
control packet, and Selectively transmits the memory 
data packet to the expansion memory channel respon 
Sive to the Second expansion control packet. 

2. The memory repeater hub of claim 1 wherein the first 
expansion control packet is one of an expansion row control 
packet and an expansion column control packet. 

3. The memory repeater hub of claim 2 wherein the 
expansion row control packet Selects an expansion memory 
channel for a corresponding memory row control packet. 

4. The memory repeater hub of claim 2 wherein the 
expansion column control packet Selects an expansion 
memory channel for a corresponding memory column con 
trol packet. 

5. The memory repeater hub of claim 2 wherein the 
expansion column control packet Selects an expansion 
memory channel for a corresponding memory data packet. 

6. A memory repeater hub comprising: 
first means for receiving a first expansion control packet 

and a Second expansion control packet from an expan 
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Sion control channel, at least one of the first and Second 
expansion control packets including a channel Service 
command for a Second expansion memory channel, the 
channel Service command being one of a no operation 
command, a power-down exit command, a nap exit 
command, a DLL refresh command, a nap entry 
command, a pre-charge command, a refresh command, 
an expansion current calibrate command, and an expan 
Sion current calibrate and Sample command; 

Second means for receiving a memory control packet and 
a memory data packet from a main memory channel; 
and 

third means for Selectively transmitting the memory con 
trol packet to an expansion memory channel responsive 
to the first expansion control packet, and for Selectively 
transmitting the memory data packet to the expansion 
memory channel responsive to the Second expansion 
control packet. 

7. The memory repeater hub of claim 6 wherein: 
the first means is further for receiving an expansion row 

control packet, and an expansion column control 
packet; 

the third means is further for Selectively transmitting a 
memory row control packet responsive to the expan 
Sion row control packet and Selectively transmitting a 
memory column control packet responsive to the 
expansion column control packet. 

8. The memory repeater hub of claim 7 wherein the 
Second expansion control packet is a Second expansion 
column control packet and Selectively transmitting the 
memory data packet further comprises Selectively transmit 
ting the memory data packet responsive to the Second 
expansion column control packet. 

9. The memory repeater hub of claim 6 further comprising 
fourth means for performing a channel Service operation for 
a Second expansion memory channel responsive to a channel 
Service command in the first expansion control packet. 

10. A method of providing an expansion memory channel 
comprising: 

receiving a first expansion command packet from an 
expansion control channel; 

receiving a memory control packet from a main memory 
channel; 

Selectively transmitting the memory control packet to the 
expansion memory channel responsive to the expan 
Sion control packet; 

receiving a Second expansion command packet from the 
expansion control channel; 

receiving a memory data packet from a main memory 
channel; and 

Selectively transmitting the memory data packet to the 
expansion memory channel responsive to the Second 
expansion control packet; 

wherein at least one of the first and Second expansion 
control packets includes a channel Service command 
for a Second expansion memory channel, the channel 
Service command being one of a no operation 
command, a power-down exit command, a nap exit 
command, a DLL refresh command, a nap entry 
command, a pre-charge command, a refresh command, 
an expansion current calibrate command, and an expan 
Sion current calibrate and Sample command. 

11. The method of claim 10 wherein receiving the first 
expansion command packet further compriseS receiving one 
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10 
of an expansion row control packet and an expansion 
column control packet and Selectively transmitting the 
memory control packet further comprises Selectively trans 
mitting a memory row control packet responsive to the 
expansion row control packet and Selectively transmitting a 
memory column control packet responsive to the expansion 
column control packet. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the second expansion 
control packet is a Second expansion column control packet 
and Selectively transmitting the memory data packet further 
comprises Selectively transmitting the memory data packet 
responsive to the Second expansion column control packet. 

13. The method of claim 10 further comprising perform 
ing a channel Service operation for a Second expansion 
memory channel responsive to a channel Service command 
in the first expansion command packet. 

14. A memory Subsystem comprising: 
a memory control hub, 
a main memory channel coupled to the memory control 

hub; 
an expansion control channel coupled to the memory 

control hub; 
an expansion memory channel; 
a memory device coupled to the expansion memory 

channel; and 
a memory repeater hub coupled to the main memory 

channel, to the expansion control channel, and to the 
expansion memory channel, the memory repeater hub 
to receive a first expansion control packet and a Second 
expansion control packet from the expansion control 
channel, at least one of the first and Second expansion 
control packets including a channel Service command 
for a Second expansion memory channel, the channel 
Service command being one of a no operation 
command, a power-down exit command, a nap exit 
command, a DLL refresh command, a nap entry 
command, a pre-charge command, a refresh command, 
an expansion current calibrate command, and an expan 
Sion current calibrate and Sample command, 

to receive a memory control packet and a memory data 
packet from the main memory channel, and 

to Selectively transmit the memory control packet to the 
expansion memory channel responsive to the first 
expansion control packet, and to Selectively transmit 
the memory data packet to the expansion memory 
channel responsive to the Second expansion control 
packet. 

15. The memory Subsystem of claim 14 wherein the first 
expansion control packet is one of an expansion row control 
packet and an expansion column control packet. 

16. The memory Subsystem of claim 15 wherein the 
memory repeater hub Selectively transmits a memory row 
control packet to the expansion memory channel responsive 
to the corresponding expansion row control packet. 

17. The memory Subsystem of claim 15 wherein the 
memory repeater hub Selectively transmits a memory col 
umn control packet to the expansion memory channel 
responsive to the corresponding expansion column control 
packet. 

18. The memory Subsystem of claim 15 wherein the 
memory repeater hub Selectively transmits a memory data 
packet to the expansion memory channel responsive to the 
corresponding expansion column control packet. 
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